fugitive radio (2020–ongoing)
Sumugan Sivanesan with Suva Das, Irina Mutt, Tania Nathan and others.
Funded by Kone Foundation Finland, made in collaboration with Pixelache Helsinki and {openradio}.
fugitive radio is an artistic-research project pursuing live and
hybrid forms of ‘performance-radio’, while holding space for
marginalised voices, anticolonial and intersectional politics
and music: https://fugitive-radio.net/
Beginning in mid 2020, the project developed over a series of
workshops and events in Helsinki that employed ‘radio-asmethod’, emphasising social relations.
This initial phase of fugitive radio was developed in conjunction with the long-standing media arts association Pixelache,
culminating at Pixelache Helsinki Festival #Burn____2021 at
Oodi Central Library, 6–13 June, co-directed by Andrew Gryf
Paterson and Laura Gustafsson: https://burn.pixelache.ac/
Since January 2021, fugitive frequency has broadcast on the
ﬁrst Tuesday of every month on CoLaboRadio, Freie Radios–
Berlin Brandenburg: https://fr-bb.org/
Live events continue to be supported by the independant
media platform, {openradio}:
https://openradio.in/.
LISTEN: fugitive radio: year one ten minute mix (2021)
https://tinyurl.com/fr10mix
READ: Radio As Method (2021)
https://tinyurl.com/frmethod

fugitive radio (2020–ongoing)
fugtive radio ‘environmental percussion’ featuring Suva Das, Pixelache Helsinki Festival #BURN____2021 live broadcast performance, intervention

fugitive radio (2020–ongoing)
fugtive radio ‘karaoke theory’, Pixelache Helsinki Festival #BURN____2021 live broadcast performance, intervention

fugitive radio (2020–ongoing)
fugtive radio ‘the snowlgobe eﬀect’ featuring Tania Nathan, Pixelache Helsinki Festival #BURN____2021 live broadcast performance, intervention

Alex & I (2013–2018)
Sumugan Sivanesan and Sanjeev ‘Alex’ Kuhendrarajah
Alex & I was a research project and collaboration concerned with the narrative of
migration and media history of the former refugee and one-time Tamil spokesperson Sanjeev ‘Alex’ Kuhendrarajah.Various outcomes included: texts, videos,
songs, performance-lectures, a postcard campaign and numerous discursive
events.
Alex & I: Moving Pictures (2016, 12:21mins)
A video essay that follows images circulating in the aftermath of the civil war in
Sri Lanka, 2009. It recalls the (mis)adventures of Sanjeev ‘Alex’ Kuhendrarajah,
who for a period of time characterised a borderscape that spanned Australia,
Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka and Canada. It charts pictures of Alex traveling
across networks and the consequences of images moving oﬄine and into ‘real
life.’
Included in: SAVAC: Monitor 12: Figures Pointing Outside the Frame, Images
Festival Toronto, 2017. Curators: Oliver Husain, Otty Widasari and Yuki Aditya;
Strangeness, Betweenness, and the Cosmopolitan Imagination, Royal Holloway,
University of London, 2017. Curator: Laura McLean amongst other screenings.
VIEW: https://vimeo.com/184811567
READ: Alex & I: The Afterlife of Images (2020)
https://parsejournal.com/article/alex-i/
Alex & I: Refugee Bizarre (2016)
A series of photo-portraits made with a community of Tamil refugees living in
Bangkok who refer to themselves as ‘the Bachelors.’ An accompanying essay,
Alex & I: Against Indiﬀerence was published in Cosmopolitan Civil Societies
Journal, Vol 8, No. 1, 2016:
https://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/journals/index.php/mcs/article/view/4715/5328

Alex & I: Refugee Bizarre, Alex, Giri and Abdulla (2016) digital photograph, variable dimensions

Alex & I: Refugee Bizarre, Abdulla (2016) digital photograph, variable dimensions

Alex & I: Refugee Bizarre, Meeting at Aum Yai (2016) digital photograph, variable dimensions

The T. Rudzinskaitė Memorial Amateur Lichenologists Society (2018—ongoing)
Sumugan Sivanesan and Tessa Zettel
The T. Rudzinskaitė Memorial Amateur Lichenologists Society
is a semi-real and somewhat clandestine movement operating
68 years into the future: http://welikelichen.space/
It was founded on the Curonian Spit, and presented a performative guided tour/storytelling picnic as part of the 8th
Inter-format Symposium: On Rites & Terrabytes (2018) at Nida
Art Colony, Lithuania. On the strength of our showing, the
Society was later invited to contribute a text for the Nida Art
Colony logbook publication On Lines & Rituals (2019). In 2020,
The Society produced a guided mediation/radio play for Mustarinda’s 10th Anniversary celebrations and Lichen Fest, with
funding from CreateNSW.
LISTEN: 2088 Lichen Fest Revival (2020, 43mins)
https://tinyurl.com/lichenfest2088
The Society kicked oﬀ its platinum anniversary celebrations
with a feature in Litmus (2020) journal for poetry and science.
Recently the Society has been developing its Mutual Aid
Space Program, ﬁrst announced during a performance-lecture
at the symposium ‘Multispecies Storytelling in Intermedial
Practices’ for the Laboratory for Aesthetics & Ecology at Linnaeus University, Sweden (2019). It launched its satellite ‘Hallo
World’ at the 43rd ASLEC-ANZ symposium Strange/Letters
(2021), and further elaborated on the ‘singing out’ techniques
being workshopped in the Society’s Space-Time Fab Lab to
participants at the Society for Social Studies of Science Annual Meeting Good Relations (2021).
VIEW: ‘Fabricating Frequencies’: Sounding Out Cosmic
LiKIn with Space-Time Morphologies. (2021, 15mins)
https://vimeo.com/646799814

The T. Rudzinskaitė Memorial Amateur Lichenologists Society Annual Field Trip & Picnic 2086,
Nida Art Colony Inter-format Symposium ‘On Rites and Terrabytes’, 2018 live art, performance

Was Ist Zu Tune? (2021)
Sumugan Sivanesan
Commissioned for SOLO Markt,
Marktplatz Friedrichshagen, Leopoldplatz and Herrfurthplatz, Berlin.
Was Ist Zu Tune? is a market stall workshop for making
songs. It proposes that everyone has a song inside them
and that I will help them get it out. Using techniques that
range from mapping, visioning, breathing, humming and, of
course, singing Was Ist Zu Tune? makes a space for people,
especially non-musicians, to realise the music inside their
heads. Whilst not production focused, participants are oﬀered
the opportunity to make a simple recording. Discussion maps
and drawings also leave a material trace of music.
Was Ist Zu Tune? was commissioned for SOLO Markt, 9–14
August 2021, curated by Johanna Landscheidt and Lola
Göller. https://solo-solo.eu/solo-markt/

Was Ist Zu Tune? (2021) live art, performance, workshop

K2K2K2…Commuter Salon & Speakeasy (2019)
Sumugan Sivanesan and Irina Mutt
Commissioned for ‘Gathering for Rehearsing Hospitalities’, Frame Contemporary Art Finland.
What happens when strangers take on the role of host?
K2K2K2…Commuter Salon & Speakeasy was a performative
intervention that occured in the interim spaces of Frame’s
Autumn Gathering for Rehearsing Hospitalities 2019.
Having only met brieﬂy once before, Irina and I agreed to
collaborate as city guides. As an experiment in conviviality, we oﬀered palm readings, (rapid) manicures and hand
massages to Frame’s guests and patrons on the commute
between the various venues of the programme.
We produced a small-run riso-printed ’zine to prompt others
to develop their skills and techniques. Engaging in physical
contact, encouraging intimacy and care we attempted to
make temporary spaces on trains and boats for co-learning,
conversation and sharing experiences, as an alternative and
critique of intellectual posturing and point-scoring.
Curated by Jussi Koitela and
Yvonne Billimore.
https://tinyurl.com/k2k2k

K2K2K2…Commuter Salon & Speakeasy (2019) live art, performance, intervention

Ex-Pat Cash (2018)
Sumugan Sivanesan, Carl Gerber and Simone van Dijken
Commissioned for ‘EX-EMBASSY’, Former Australian Embassy to East Berlin.
An absurdist musical game played in near 40° C on the landmark tennis courts of the
former Australian Embassy to the German Democratic Republic, Berlin.
Projecting beyond a present state of play, the collaborative tennis-performance Ex-Pat
Cash (2018) asks: what happens to an elite, imported game when it is globalised and
commodiﬁed? Berlin itself is inﬁltrated by so-called ‘expats’ who play their mostly
unwitting role in upscaling land value in that other game: real estate. Focusing on the
dilettante body’s experience when obliged to ‘perform’ in an unfamiliar framework, Ex-Pat
Cash is a collaboration between artist Sumugan Sivanesan (AU/DE), artist, tennis teacher
and dramaturg Carl Gerber (DE), and artist and musician Simone van Dijken (NL). A tennis
match proceeds with a running, self-reﬂexive commentary between the three ‘players’,
adapting to the ‘game’ by pressing against its limits – and their own. Carl Gerber and
Sumugan Sivanesan’s voices are ampliﬁed and woven into a sculptural soundscape by
Simone van Dijken’s electric guitar riﬀs, which frame, or perhaps exceed their dialogue,
verging on disruption.
Curated by Sonja Hornung and
Rachel O’Reilly
VIEW DOCUMENTATION:
https://tinyurl.com/exembassy

Ex-Pat Cash (2018) site-speciﬁc performance, video documentation

Lunch Against Work / Almoço Contra o Trabalho (2018–paused)
Sumugan Sivanesan and Diego Andrade
Instituto Procomum LABxSantos, Brazil.
Lunch Against Work: Almoço Contra o Trabalho took place over
November 2018 at Instituto Procomum LABxSantos Brazil, the
ﬁrst iteration of an ongoing urban artistic-research project and
social kitchen. Organized around a series of collectively prepared
plant-based meals, the project proposes to investigate plant
knowledges and arts infrastructures so as to develop narratives,
ethics and habits that are proper to an era of food crises, extinctions and intensifying inequality and authoritarianism.
http://www.blogagainstwork.life/
According to Procomum the project: ‘was not marked by presentations, performances, exhibitions, or any other form we are
used to framing art…the artist-activist used food as a trigger to
weave networks and create bonds of trust, fostering activism and
autonomy as a tool to face economic and political crises. In other
words, he is an artist concerned with the most urgent and vital
issues for humanity. His art can be deﬁned as a strategy to create
spaces of trust and to build networks, security, and collectivity.’
READ THE ZINE: https://tinyurl.com/labxzine

Poethics & Publishing: A Collective Writing (2020)
Sumugan Sivanesan
Tehai: an interdisciplinary art initiative, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
A full day workshop at Tehai, an independent project space and residency
catering to the queer community in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Gathering ‘behind
closed doors’ we collectively developed a series of ‘poethical’ (performative) texts responding to the community’s day-to-day lives and social
struggles.
‘Poethics’ is a neologism of poetry and ethics, and the workshop proposed to explore how poetry can convey ethics and how ethical practices
prompt poetic forms. Given that the queer community is persectued
in Bangladesh, we approached language as a tool that can obscure or
reveal. Via writing, drawing and storytelling exercises and simply hanging
out, the group came to produce a puppet show. Photographs and stories
were later shared amongst the community as a digital zine.
Following on from this workshop, we a produced a podcast Queer Bangladesh during the Corona lockdown in June 2020. The piece aired on
Berlin community radio, and was included in the programme Till We Meet
Again IRL, Best Wishes Asia-Art-Activsm, 29 October–29 November 2020,
curated by Annie Jael Kwan, Cuong Pham, Arianna Mercado and Howl
Yuan.
LISTEN: Queer Bangladesh (2020, 23mins)
http://sivanesan.net/podcast/tehai.html

Postcards from Blockadia: Code Rood, Amsterdam 2017 digital photograph, variable dimensions

Postcards from Blockadia: Ende Gelände, Inﬂatable Barricades, Lausitz, 2016 digital photograph, variable dimensions

Postcards from Blockadia: COP25, Minga Indígena Press Conference, Madrid, 2019 digital photograph, variable dimensions

“Whose Solutions?” Podcast por el Clima at COP25 (2020)
Featuring Asad Rehman, Vanessa Nakate, Nicole Figueirado de Oliveira,
Marta Bordons, Moñeka de Oro, Nigel Henri Robinson and Chief Dana Tyza-Tramm.
Whose Solutions?: Corporate Capture Of Cop25
In October 2019, the UN COP bureau accepted an oﬀer
from Spain to move COP25 to Madrid in December, after Chile, announced Santiago was no longer a suitable
host due to political upheavals. Nevertheless, Chile
remained the president of the Conference of Parties in
Madrid.
Since COP15 in Paris 2015, only one of these Summits has been held outside of Europe; in Marrakesh
2016. When I arrived in Madrid, a friend from Barcelona
told me that despite the late change of location, there
was some excitement around this COP as it was more
accessible to activists from Spain and Portugal who
were reluctant to ﬂy to Germany, France, and Poland.
However, many activists were also cynical about Madrid’s oﬀer to host the COP. In contrast to the streets
of Santiago, Madrid’s city government swung from Left
to Center-Right following elections in May 2019. Locals
discussed mayor José Luis Martínez-Almeida’s bid to
dismantle Madrid Central, a low emission zone banning
petrol-fueled cars from the city center. Some described
Martínez-Almeida as an opportunist, seizing the chance
to host the COP to bring his administration global attention and prestige.
Activists often describe the COP as a vehicle to facilitate “corporate greenwashing,” in which representatives of extractive industries responsible for emissions
and toxicity are able to brand the event and promote
their interests. During a “Toxic Tour” of Madrid’s ﬁnancial district, activists explained that when Spanish
President Pedro Sánchez announced that Madrid

would host COP25, he contacted the Ibex35—the
35 biggest listed companies in the Spanish stock
exchange—oﬀering them tax breaks for a range of
sponsorship packages worth millions of euros. Spanish coal, oil, and gas companies Iberdrola and Endesa
soon signed on to become “Diamond sponsors” of
COP25, contributing €2 million each. Other patrons
included Santander Bank (€1 million) which is heavily
involved in coal ﬁnancing and Suez, one of the largest
water privatization ﬁrms in the world. Such deals drew
criticisms about the ‘“corporate capture” of the COP,
which included representatives from Shell participating
on panels, despite criticism that the company had inﬂuenced the wording of the Paris Agreement, speciﬁcally
Article 6 concerning carbon markets. As one of many
independent tours operating in downtown Madrid on
a sunny Saturday morning, the Toxic Tour was singled
out by police who threatened them with ﬁnes of over
€3,000 if the group did not disperse.
Article 6 was one of the key issues discussed at
COP25,with delegates attempting to develop a “rule
book” to regulate the implementation carbon markets.
As part of the International Emissions Trading Association (IETA) corporations such as BP, Chevron, Shell,
and Total have lobbied against placing limits or protections on trading schemes, such as those to ensure the
rights of indigenous people, women and the poor who
often bear the brunt of ecological violence. Even after
the negotiations extended for two extra days, COP25
concluded with an impasse. Australia was accused
of cheating for insisting that it use “carryover” carbon
credits to achieve its emissions targets for 2030, a

method described as an accounting loophole. Alongside the US and Brazil, the country in the midst of a
nation-wide wildﬁre emergency, was called out for
blocking progress in Madrid and the Paris Agreement’s
ambitions to limit global warming to 1.5° C. Notably,
the Australian Government hosted an invitation only
reception in Madrid with the Carbon Market Institute,
whose members include, again, Shell and BP alongside
gas and oil company ConocoPhillips. For many civil
society groups, the inﬂuence of “big business” on
governments and in the COP are indicative that “solutions” based on neoliberal ideology are assumed to
be the only means to “save the planet” rather than
strategies devised by civil society groups, indigenous
peoples and trade unions. Grasping on this sentiment
during a general assembly at Cumbre Social, representatives from the People’s Summit in Chile reﬂecting
on the constitutional reforms occurring there claimed
that “the place where neoliberalism was born is now
where it will die.”
Commissioned for Decolonization In Action Podcast,
Season 1, Episode 10, February 2020. Co-produced by
Kristyna Comer:
https://www.decolonizationinaction.com
LISTEN (38mins)
https://tinyurl.com/COP25

Killing the Dominant Narrative: Geopolitics and
Training For the Future. (edited excerpts)
Published in MARCH, December 2020:
https://tinyurl.com/training4future
Training for the Future was an initiative developed by
Studio Jonas Staal in conjunction with the 2019 Ruhr
Triennale curated by Florian Malzacher and presented
last fall (September 20-22). The “utopian training camp”
was held in the impressive Jahrhunderthalle, a former
gas powerstation cum Kraftwerk für Kultur set on the
edge of Bochum, Germany’s sprawling Westpark. The
site of a former steel works, it was revived for recreational and cultural purposes with circular pathways,
spiralling bridges and staircases winding around landmark industrial ruins.
Training for the Future follows the New World Summit,
an organization founded by Staal to present democratic
assemblies for groups often outlawed by nation states,
and New Unions which brought together “emancipatory
political organizations” from across Europe in a series
of campaign events to discuss transnational unionization and democracy. A recurring aspect of Staal’s practice is the staging of emancipatory politics and activist
knowledge in contemporary arts settings for which his
studio designs sets, furniture and graphics that often
reference Constructivist ideas. These events make use
of lighting and music; dramatic eﬀects that blur the
lines between political gatherings, theatre, happenings
and installation.
Arguably, Training for the Future marks a shift in Staal’s
oeuvre which often foregrounds ‘speech acts’ in the
various campaigns, assemblies and parliaments he
has produced, to instead emphasize skill-sharing and

embodied, often performative, pedagogical encounters.
The sessions deployed methods including collective
choreography, presentation and discussion, voice and
movement, action and role-playing. Each day concluded with a simple meal, followed by a collective summary and debrieﬁng, which ultimately I found the most
insightful.

diversity agendas—and are thus interchangeable—
rather than being valued for their unique perspectives,
knowledge and skills. Indeed, the multidisciplinary
Māori artist Jessicoco Hansell questioned the program’s pedagogical hierarchies and the divisions: What
assumptions were being made about attendees? What
issues were not being addressed? Who was missing?

[EDIT]

“Where are the locals?” asked Singapore-based artist
and provocateur Seelan Palay, before declaring that the
next time he was oﬀered such a trip he would rather the
funds be used to ensure local participation—prompting
others to ask why the technical staﬀ and invigilators did
not take part in the wrap-up assemblies.

Debrief: Training for Whose Future?
For me it was the evening sessions in which we came
back together as a larger group to share experiences
and get to know each other that were the most insightful. Here a group of artists/activists from South
East Asia, the Paciﬁc Islands and Latin America, who
had been brought to Bochum by the Goethe Institute
to attend “a crash course in art and activism”, made
themselves known. As representatives of the so-called
Global South, the Goethe Gruppe quickly established
themselves as a critical bloc who challenged the assumed universality of concepts and the European bias
of experiences being discussed. Eﬀectively they questioned whose future(s) we were training for.
During the ﬁrst evening’s plenum Alena Waqainabete,
an activist working in Fiji, described how her community’s concept of the future extended only as far as the
next ﬁshing season. As the Paciﬁc Islands lose their
land mass to rising sea levels they carry the burden of
lifestyles of the overdeveloped world, of which the Ruhr
Triennale was an example. Furthermore, as they had all
traveled some distance to attend, the Goethe Gruppe
expressed frustration that issues of transnationalism
were limited to Europe. Given hegemonic institutional
whiteness in Europe, people of color often discuss how
they are invited to participate in such programs to fulﬁl

“Where are your zines?” asked Nadira Ilana, a ﬁlmmaker and activist from Malaysian Borneo, noting the
absence of a publishing culture associated with grassroots organising, signiﬁcantly as a means to circumvent
internet restrictions.
Commendably, Staal was responsive to these criticisms and participated in an extended debrief with
the Goethe Gruppe before they departed. While Staal
acknowledged his privileges as a white, male Western
European, it is undoubtedly some achievement to establish such critical and ambitious ‘new institutions’ in
contemporary art contexts that are often determined by
commercial interests, cultural trends and nepotism. By
bringing together artists working in social and political
movements with activism as it appears in the art world,
Training for the Future challenged the capacity of its
organizers to accomodate a diversity of interests and
expectations. Our futures it seems, if not yet cancelled,
remain contested.

Ropes and Tropes: Latifa Laâbissi’s White Dog
at Tanz Im August, 17 August, HAU2, Berlin.
(edited excerpts)

together’. Thus, it is not a work about universality but
pluriversality.
[EDIT]

Published in Slow Theory, August 2019:
https://tinyurl.com/latifa
Lights up to the sound of dogs barking in the distance.
Four ﬁgures sit stage right in a circle, handling a tangle
of ﬂuorescent yellow rope. From between their dextrous
ﬁngers emerges a headpiece, a cushion, a noose…
They are three women of colour and a tall, lanky, bald
white male. Later in the foyer my friend, a white Colombian who tells me she experienced racism as a Latinx
for the ﬁrst time when she studied in the US, commented that ‘the casting is deﬁnitely not colour-blind.’
[EDIT]
There are diﬀerent ‘movements’ or conﬁgurations to
the one act piece. For example, three dance together
as a troupe with one hidden beneath a bundle of ropes.
The tall male performer braces a Black woman upside
down against his body and they dance together awkwardly. He dances solo like the trance-ritual performers
captured in Jean Rouch’s Les Maîtres Fous (1955). Towards the end all four dance together in a row. Scrawling in my notebook in the dark I can later make out the
words: cartoon, caricature, Gummo, Coolie dance.
White Dog, white gaze
In the discussion with Grada Kilomba following the
performance billed to be about cultural appropriation,
Laâbissi explains through a translator that White Dog
concerns four individuals who want to build a work
together. They work on knots and unraveling those
knots together and thus build consensus ‘in a debate

A comment from the audience concerned how White
Dog seems to reproduce clichés about Black bodies
and perhaps even reinforces racist stereotypes, particularly to do with primitivism. One could argue that
the work challenges audiences to read their reactions
and reception of the images it evokes, which are also
inscribed in history and (colonial) systems of knowledge. Laâbissi conﬁrmed that the piece does indeed
take ‘a deep dive into these stereotypes’ and is busy
with unknotting these complications. She admitted
that the dancing is very permissive. As an artist heavily
criticised for her use of Native American signiﬁers in her
solo piece, Self-portrait: Camouﬂage (2005) Laâbissi
was emphatic that she does not do censorship.
Epistemic violence
Grada Kilomba spoke of artists’ responsibility to deliver
a language that goes beyond the reproduction of racist
and gendered stereotypes, their associated forms of
epistemic violence and modes of ‘cultural appropriation
today.’
She claimed that a lot is expected of artists of colour,
and noted how many of us pursue hybridity so as not
to respond to what is expected of us; to represent a
certain group of people or issue. Kilomba spoke of
trends in contemporary art by which institutions seek
out such artists who move beyond colonial narratives. While she has beneﬁted from such interests,
she admits to it being problematic given that certain
artists are eﬀectively recruited to play a role in institutional discourses. This gives rise to a situation that

she describes as ‘inclusion within exclusion and raises
questions about who gets funded and ultimately gets to
produce new knowledge. It also worth noting who accesses these spaces; are there many people of colour?
[EDIT]
Fortress Europe
Trained in psychoanalysis and also an author and
theorist, Kilomba is critical of how discussions about
race and colonialism in Europe are often presented
as an ‘intellectual choice’; often as part of discourse
or a curriculum to be pursued as part of one’s career.
In such instances the experiences of the racialised
and colonised are commodiﬁed as ‘knowledge’ of
which one can gain expertise without lived experience
or committing to transformative decolonising work.
Kilomba, whose practice is anchored in her biography
and subjective experience, argues that Europe is yet
to understand how these histories are ‘inscribed in the
skin of our bodies and biographies’ and indeed society.
In light of this discussion, White Dog might be understood as a thoughtful provocation that makes time for
contemplating historic and ongoing processes of racialisation and the ways they are reinforced through the
ways we have learned to look and make associations.
It evokes a desire to ﬂee from such a world, but this is
near impossible and there is still much work to do.

Karaoke Theory / Karoke Therapy (edited
excerpts)
Forthcoming in NO NIIN: https://no-niin.com/
Over the last years I kept ﬁnding myself in situations
where people would sing Karaoke; at “Art World”
events in Dhaka, “Asian Karaoke” house parties in Athens, Christmas-orphan get-togethers in rural Estonia
and of course Corona lock-down singalongs on Zoom.
I began to think of Karaoke as a means of engaging
with emotions in public, and became curious about the
therapeutic eﬀects and revolutionary potential of singing popular songs.

Nisha Ramayya, a scholar of tantric poetics, writes that
the Sanskrit the word for voice is vaac. Sanskrit is an
ancient oral language that was passed between men
born into the highest caste of India’s tiered society.
Amongst other things, young Brahmin boys would learn
to recite mantras soon after they could speak; chants
or songs capable of revealing higher truths and obtaining special powers. Ramayya claims that lay people
suspected that what they learned to speak was only a
small part of what the voice — vaac — could do, and
that they were somehow being suppressed by language (Ramayya 2019, p..41). Anyone who has dealt
with India’s infamous bureaucracy might guess how.
[EDIT]

Has singing somehow been civilised out of us?
After documenting a collective “voicing” event that
I had organised in Helsinki 2021, the ﬁlmmaker and
stand-up comedian Roxana Savdo observed that singing is somewhat taboo in many western cultures. She
commented that singing has “somehow been civilised
out of us”, which made me wonder about cultures who
do sing — what do they know that we don’t? What are
we missing out on? What is the power of song?
In his 2006 book This Is Your Brain on Music, Daniel J
Levitin, a North American cognitive neuroscientist, author, musician and sound engineer, notes that it is only
relatively recently that a distinction was made between
classes of music performers and music listeners. As a
neuroscientist, Levitin has researched how music alters
our moods and brain chemistry, and he cites studies
that demonstrate how music stimulates all areas of the
brain. Indeed, in his 2008 book The World in Six Songs,
he argues that the human brain evolved with song.
[EDIT]

Songs as a conveyor of knowledge
I come to Karaoke as a language-learner. In 2018, I
was in Rio de Janeiro, during the Brazilian presidential
elections. While I’d learned to read a little Portuguese, I
struggled to speak it and my language tutor suggested
that I listen to the country’s pop music. She said Musica Popular Brasileira contains the phrases and tones
that people use everyday, emphasising that Brazilian
Portuguese was modernised according to “how it feels
in the mouth.” Furthermore, popular song carries the
social history of a country that has been a dictatorship
for most of its existence—a fact that was felt acutely
during the election campaign.
In Rio, regular street protests and rallies would often
culminate as samba parties, with people— young and
old—singing and dancing together to songs critical of
the political class. Sometimes their pointed lyrics are
veiled in metaphor, sometimes not. ‘Apesar de você,
Amanhã há de ser, Outro dia/In spite of you, tomorrow
will be another a day’ sang Chico Buarque in 1970 and

the song resounds again.
I was told that until relatively recently, a signiﬁcant
number of Brazilians were illiterate, so music was an
important conveyor of knowledge. So I wonder if Karaoke brings out another dimension of popular songs,
revealing what might otherwise be hiding in plain sight.
What are the kinds of secret knowledges, subversive
messages and neurochemicals that are only revealed
by singing?
[EDIT]
Power in vulnerability
Julian Henriques (2011), a theorist of sound system
cultures notes the diﬀerence between listening to music
on headphones and being in a reggae party. In the former you put the music in you, in the latter you are in the
sound. So what happens when you put the song into
you; allow the words to shape your body, the melody
pass through you as you sway to its rhythm? When one
becomes a vessel for the song, does it possess you?
Having belted out some power ballads and tossed
out the odd crooner, I began to wonder if such camp
displays of emotion reveal a vulnerability, that somehow translates across culture, privilege and other
diﬀerences. Can a performance of humility remind us of
our shared precariousness; as Judith Butler insists, life
is always interdependent (2009, p.24). My friend and
collaborator Irina Mutt, often emphasises that a kind of
power arises in vulnerability—perhaps because one’s
suﬀering often demands a response from others that
can lead to collective action. Thus, failure is not evidence of a ﬂaw of the individual, but rather proves the
failure of the individual as an ideal.
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Late in 2014 Sumugan undertook a two month residency with the Faculty of Arts, University of
Peradeniya, funded by the Australia Council for the Arts Literature (2014) and Arts NSW (2014). Here
he initiated a micro-publishing project, Theoretically Tamil: www.theoreticallytamil.net
In November 2018 he traveled to Brazil where he was selected via competitive application for the
inaugrual residency program of Procomum LABxSantos. For its theme: ‘Arts, communities and
aesthetics of the commons’ he initiated a social laboratory/kitchen based around a series of plantbased meals, Lunch Against Work: Almoço Contra o Trabalho: www.blogagainstwork.org

SELECT
EXHIBITIONS
& EVENTS

Pixelache Helsinki Festival (2021), Mustarinda (Finland 2020), Tehai (Dhaka, Bangladesh 2020),
Frame Contemporary Art (Helsinki, 2019), The Floating University Berlin (2021, 2019), EX-EMBASSY
(Berlin 2018), BE.BoP 2018: Black Europe Body Politics, Maxim Gorki Theatre (Berlin, 2018), Nida Art
Colony Inter-format Symposium (Lithuania, 2018), Art Laboratory Berlin (2015), ZK/U Centre for Art
& Urbanistics, Berlin (2015, 2014), Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts (2014), The Reading Room
(Bangkok 2013), Performance Space (Sydney 2013), Yautepec Gallery (Mexico City 2011), OK Video
(Jakarta 2009) and 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art (Sydney 2011, 2010) amongst others.
Sumugan was a member of the experimental documentary collective theweathergroup_U who
featured in the Biennale of Sydney 2008. He was active with media/art gang boat-people.org who
engaged Australian publics in issues of borders, race and nationalism between 2002 and 2014.

GRANTS

Sumugan has been awarded grants from: Kone Foundation, Finland (2021, 2020), CreateNSW
(Australia 2020, 2017), Australia Council for the Arts Literature (2014), Australia Council for the Arts
Emerging & Experimental Arts (2013), Arts NSW (2014, 2010), National Association for Visual Arts
(2015, 2013, 2012), Australia Council for the Arts Music Board (2008, 2005) among others.

PUBLICATIONS

SELECT ACADEMIC
‘Movements of Minorities: AusLankans Struggle for Transnational Justice’, (book chapter). In
Kandasamy, N., Perera, N., Ratnam, C. (eds) A Sense of Viidu: The (re)creation of ‘home’ by the Sri
Lankan Tamil diaspora in Australia, Palgrave Macmillan, 2020.
‘Alex & I: Narrative and Network Resistance.’ Social Identities, August 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1080/13504630.2018.1514161
‘Eco-politics, for teh Lulz: Transmedia Civil Disobedience in the Age of Fossil-Fuelled Information
Capitalism’ Critical Habitations: Pluralising Practices, December 2016 https://criticalhabitations.wordpress.com/debate/pluralising-practices/sumugan-sivanesan-ecopolitics-for-teh-lulz-transmedia-civildisobedience-in-the-age-of-fossil-fuelled-information-capitalism/
SELECT ARTS & CULTURE
‘The T. Rudzinskaitė Memorial Amateur Lichenologists Society Goes Platinum: 70 Years of Lichen
Love.’ In: Wiffen, D. (ed) Litmus Magazine, no. 5, The Lichen Issue, 2021.
‘Reconsidered: Dhaka Art Summit 2020’, Arts of the Working Class, 18 March 2020.
http://artsoftheworkingclass.org/text/reconsidered-dhaka-art-summit-2020
‘Mass Action Media: Ende Gelände, Break Free 2016.’ un Magazine, iss. 10.2, October 2016.
http://unprojects.org.au/magazine/issues/issue-10-2/mass-action-media/
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SELE CT ART PROJECTS
Was Ist Zu Tune?
songwriting live-art market installation
https://solo-solo.eu/solo-markt/

The proposition is that everyone has a song inside them
and I willl help them get it out. A performative workshop for
the programme SOLO Markt held in several local markets in
Berlin. Curators: Johanna Landscheit and Lola Göller.

fugitive radio @ Pixelache Helsinki Festival:
#BURN____2021
live performance-radio
www.fugitive-radio.net

For eight consecutive days fugitive radio broadcast live from
Oodi central libray. Curators: Andrew Gryf Paterson and
Laura Gustafsson.

The T. Rudzinskaitė Memorial Amateur
Lichenologists Society: ‘Hello World!’ Satellite
Launch and inaugural Space-Lichen Transmission.
with Tessa Zettel
live hybrid platform performance
www.welikelichen.space

The Society’s inaugural satellite transmission for its Metta
Verse Mutual Aid Space Program at Strange/Letters,
Association for the Study of Literature, Environment and
Culture, 4 February (onlline).

fugitive radio: Radio Wok Helsinki
with Irina Mutt, Suva Das and Sophea Lerner
live hybrid platform performance
www.fugitive-radio.net

A live ‘radio fanzine’ comprised of migrant experiences
in Finland. Made for Nepantlas: Infrastructures for Worldbuilding #4, Akademie Schloss Solitude and broadcast on
{openradio}. Curator: Daphne Dragona

The T. Rudzinskaitė Memorial Amateur
Lichenologists Society: 2088 Lichen Fest Revival
with Tessa Zettel
Hybrid radio play and guided meditation
www.welikelichen.space

Commissioned for the tenth anniversary and Lichen Fest
of Mustarinda, an experimental arts and science research
association located on the edge of the old growth Paljakka
Nature Reserve, Finland.

Poethics & Publishing: a writing collective
writing and performance workshop

A workshop organised ‘behind closed doors’ amongst the
queer community of Dhaka, Bangladesh. Through writing,
drawing and discussion we shared experiences and stories
that developed into a puppet show. Images and texts were
shared amongst networks as a digital zine.

2019

K2K2K2…Commuter Salon & Speakeasy
with Irina Mutt
Performance & public interventions
https://frame-finland.fi/en/ohjelma/rehearsinghospitalities/

Commissioned for Frame Contemporary Art Finland’s
Autumn Gathering for Rehearsing Hospitalities. Offering hand
massages, manicures and palm readings are a means to
initiate contact, intimacy and queer modes of care among
strangers commuting between different venues. Curators:
Jussi Koitela & Yvonne Billimore.

2018

Lunch Against Work: Almoço Contra o Trabalho
with Diego Andrade
Social kitchen, publications and street actions
www.blogagainstwork.life

An urban artistic-research project organised around a series
of plant-based meals. Procomum LABxSantos, Brazil.
Director: Georgia Nicolau.

Ex-Pat Cash
with Carl Gerber and Simone van Dijken
Dialectical tennis match and musical game
www.ex-embassy.com

An absurdist musical game played on the landmark tennis
courts of the former Australian Embassy to the German
Democratic Republic, Berlin. For the programme EXEMBASSY Curators: Sonja Hornung and Rachel O’Reilly.

The 2086 T. Rudzinskaitė Memorial Amateur
Lichenologists Society Annual Field Trip and
Picnic
with Tessa Zettel
Performative picnic
www.welikelichen.space

An SF-storytelling-picnic on the biocultural landscape of the
Curonian Spit. Nida Art Colony’s Inter-format Symposium On
Rites & Terrabytes. Curators: Vytautas Michelkevicius and
Andrew Gryf Paterson.

Alex & I: Moving Pictures
Video essay (12:21 mins)
www.vimeo.com/184811567

A video essay discussing the circulation of images of Tamil
refugee and media figure, Sanjeev ‘Alex’ Kuhendrarajah
included in SAVAC: Monitor 12: Figures Pointing Outside the
Frame, Images Festival Toronto. Curators: Oliver Husain, Otty
Widasari and Yuki Aditya; Strangeness, Betweenness, and
the Cosmopolitan Imagination, Royal Holloway, University of
London. Curator: Laura McLean.

2021

2020

2017

